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The Board of Trustees

The NFSH Healing Trust Annual Report

NewFoundations forthe Future
for data protection which
necessitated a major overhaul of
our records. We are most
appreciative of our staff’s resilience
in dealing with the logistics and
reorganisation needed to implement
all these changes.

Finance update

Our accounts for 201 7 showed a
further reduction in the consolidated
deficit to £25k from £30k in 201 6,
mainly due to continued control
over reducing costs, and we had
good reserves at the year end.

New logo badges

Members will have noticed the
new logo – full of light and energy
– appearing over recent months.
Working with John Quigley,
rebranding of all forms and
documents has been a major
undertaking and this is now
nearing completion.

Thanks to a generous donation,
new lapel badges will be sent to
every member with their next
renewals. All donations given by
members with their subscriptions
are much appreciated, and it has
been quite overwhelming to
Total membership showed an
increase for the first time in several experience such helpful and
years, and we are encouraged this practical support. Thank you.
stability is continuing. As always Training is popular
there remains an urgent need to
This has been a challenging time attract new members, generate The focus of the National Training
as we were not only down-sizing more income from legacies and team has been on updating all
offices but also dealing with the donations, and increase our use relevant documents, not only
revising the complete Foundation
effect of new GDPR regulations of Gift Aid.
Trustees were faced with the difficult
decision of buying another property
or renting, as the Charity had done
previously. Priority was to move
away from the difficult environs of
York Road, and the opportunity
and reasonable costs of Strixton
presented at exactly the right
moment – but we all know there
is no such thing as a coincidence @.
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Course but also addressing many
subsidiary areas too. This work
has resulted in a significant step
forward in ensuring everything
going out from Central Office to
membership is relevant and correct.
An Introduction to Healing one-day
Workshop syllabus has been
devised which should appeal to
anyone interested in learning about
Healing. Tutors can present the
Workshop on its own as a
promotional resource for The
Healing Trust, or use as a ‘Taster’
to the Foundation Course.

Tutors to help facilitate our
developing training programme.
We are very encouraged that four
Tutors are already in training
following our recent incentive.
More good news is the setting
up of new Healer Development/
Support Groups around the
Regions. Please contact Central
Office for the revised Guidance
Notes if you would like help
starting a group.

Revised code of conduct

The revised Code of Conduct was
issued to all members with this
year’s renewals, and is now used
as the basis for Panel questions.
There is a steady inflow of
successful student members
coming through their Panels and
we are delighted to welcome them
as healer members.

A new Diploma qualification is to
be introduced for those healer
members who would like to train
to a further level. Its standard and
proficiency will be recognised by
the CNHC and by UK Healers, and
it will be a necessary qualification
for any healer member who wishes
to register with CNHC to work in International membership
the healthcare professions.
We are also pleased to welcome
more members overseas. Sixteen
Licensed Tutors now operate in
eight countries, and our website
devotes a page to them. Our valued
overseas Tutors are ambassadors
for The Healing Trust, offering our
training, standards and ethos to a
wider, more diverse public.
Criteria for trainee Tutors have
been revisited. There is currently ‘Spiritus’ is now sent electronically
a burgeoning interest in training to most of our overseas members
with The Healing Trust and we
and has been positively received
need to expand our list of Licensed in this format.
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Website is much visited

Our new website is continually
being updated to be eye-catching,
colourful and easy to navigate
and is under the watchful eye of
Alan Bylett, our new Website
Administrator.
New videos with medical doctors
supporting healing are available
to watch online, plus video
testimonials from people who have
received healing, also an interview
with the late Charles Stevens who
was our oldest serving member.

Safe and trustworthy online
payment transactions can be
made, and there is an option to
use PayPal to make subscription
payments which will ensure
quicker and smoother transactions
in all currencies.

We launched a blog

The news section of the website
was relaunched as a blog last May
and has proved a useful way of
updating members and the public
about Healing Trust news and wider
perspectives on healing. Within a
couple of months we were

recognised as one of the top ten Suzanne Askham at
healing blogs and websites in the Social@thehealingtrust.org.uk
UK by RSS reader Feedspot!
so these can be shared on Healing
Trust platforms and further afield.

Active healing hub

We are so appreciative of the active
ongoing participation from members
resulting in many informative and
inspiring articles, guided meditations
and music, across Spiritus,
Facebook and the blog, plus
Instagram and Twitter. It means
we are widening our audience and
helping members to feel truly part
of an active healing hub.

Nominations have been invited
for your new Chair and Trustees
and outcomes will be reported in
the spring edition of ‘Spiritus’ after
the next Council Meeting and
National AGM. The results will
also be available on our website
shortly after the Council meeting.

Thank you all for your friendship
and support and I wish each of
This has been another demanding you many blessings on your
year for your Trustees who have healing pathways.
amassed many hours on your
by Helen Beck, Chair
behalf. They have shown
tremendous commitment, with
each Trustee giving according to
their expertise – a real team effort.

Trustees update

Sincere and heartfelt thanks and
warmest wishes go to David Defty,
our National Treasurer, who
suffered a stroke early in July and
spent a few weeks in hospital.
Prominent among these recently Please remember David in your
has been a series of articles by Distant Healing as he continues
our Patron, Matthew Manning,
his recovery.
which goes to the heart of what
healing is, and how it should be David clearly needs help to
presented to the mainstream,
continue and we are urgently
including medical communities. seeking an 'Assistant Treasurer'
to work with David and take over
Meanwhile an article on Highgate the role. Could you help?
NFSH Healing Centre by member
Alison Grunwald will appear in the Over the past two years your
Nov/Dec issue of Kindred Spirit. Trustees have laid strong new
foundations built on the heritage
Please keep sending your case of NFSH, and I know the time is
studies, personal healing
right for me to stand down.
experiences and articles to

Member Alison Grunwald has
written an article on Highgate
NFSH Healing Centre for the
Nov/Dec issue of Kindred Spirit
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We welcome comments and updates from members and
friends of The Healing Trust. Please include the headline,
‘Letter for Spiritus’ and email your letter to
office@thehealingtrust.org.uk or post to: Bull End, 1 Strixton
Manor Business Centre, Strixton, Northamptonshire NN29 7PA.

White Feather

waiting to connect with you, for it
had been a day or two since you
I usually have a cup of tea and a joined with us in your healing
read, followed by 20 minutes
prayers. We thought it would surprise
sending distant healing (to Mother you into action, and we were glad
Earth, the animals, nature spirits, that you heard our call.”
war torn areas, and those named
on several healing lists) before I
Linda Whitehead
get up in a morning. Two days
running I had people phoning and Caring for the aura
calling at the house, and as time
was getting on I abandoned my I found Barbara Toovey's feature
healing sessions to feed the horses. 'Your Aura: care and maintenance'
The next day I was just finishing in the June issue a gentle,
my cup of tea and reading the last informative and valuable reminder.
As no stranger to healing,
couple of paragraphs in my
magazine, prior to doing my healing remembering how important it is
session when a white feather floated to protect, cleanse and support the
down from my eye level onto the aura should be second nature to
bed. Where on earth did that come me after so many years. However,
from I thought, so I asked my spirit perhaps in keeping with many other
guide later that day and he said: healers, this simple yet vital
“Your feather was sent to you as requirement to support optimum
a reminder that those in spirit were good health and wellbeing can so

easily slip off my radar. But this
omission of taking for granted what
needs to be regarded as part of
a healer's MOT, can have its
consequences!
So, thank you, Barbara Toovey for
your gentle and timely reminder.
After digesting your wise and helpful
words my aura is firmly back on
the radar and will receive the daily
attention it so richly deserves!
Pamela Lyons de Araujo

You can also read comments
and updates from friends and
members of The Healing Trust
on our social media. Join the
conversations at
facebook.com/HealingCharity,
twitter.com/healingcharity and
instagram.com/thehealingtrust

The act of putting pen to paper encourages pause for thought, this in turn
makes us think more deeply about life, which helps us regain our equilibrium.

~ Norbet Platt
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A healer‛s attunement prayer

Dear Source
Thank you for all the love
and blessings you have given me.
Help me to be where I need to be,
say the words I need to say
and give what I need to give.
Keep me within your keeping
and allow me to feel
your clarity, love and kindness.
Help me to help others.
Thank you for your
everlasting love,
light, kindness,
hope and strength.
In love, light
and gratitude.
- Frank Fallows -

Spiritus Magazine

Congratulations
to our new healer members who have passed their Panels

With thanks to Regions 3, 10 and 14 for hosting Panels.

“I’m a member of The Healing Trust”

If you have a healing-related website, social media
account or biog that you share with clients and
employers, we recommend that you mention your
Healing Trust membership. It could be as simple
as saying that you’re a student or healer member
of The Healing Trust. This provides the reassuring
knowledge that you are (or are on the way to
being) an experienced healer and it also means
that people who might need you will know to
contact you. It also helps to raise the profile of the

Region 1

Region 10

Region 4

Region 14

Miss Bleau Shanay Hudson Ms Rose Snow
Ms Claira Fernandez
Miss Sasha M Vaughan
Region 7
Ms Shaivalini Bajpai
Ms Zyta Torochow
Mr John Lumkin
Dr Margaret Van Nieuberg Mrs Sue Evans
Trust, all of whose members are fully insured for
the practice of healing as taught by The Healing Trust.
Alternatively you could say “I am a member of the
NFSH Healing Trust”. The longer name is also correct.
Some members were recently uncertain about
the exact wording they should use after passing
Panel: there is no such thing as a ‘full healer
member’. You are either a student member, or a
healer member.
Mrs Clare Newman

My favourite daily spiritual practice is<
Three Spiritus contributors share their thoughts

Nancy O'Donohue

This amazing gift ofbreathing

(under the pen name of Molly Larkin)

(page 10)

Breathing exercises followed by
meditation.
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Audrey Murr Copland

Alexis Johnson

Howto be a healerandwhatto avoid My student healer journey
(page 12)

I have three prayers I recite daily:
The Lamplighter Prayer, The
Great Invocation and The Lord's
Prayer. I meditate and send out
distant healing.

(page 16)

Sitting outside, or by an open window
if raining, and connecting to nature:
sending love and thanks to plants
and animals, the people I know and
the sun and rain.

..News update...News update...News update...News update...News update..

Thankyouforyourdonati
o
ns!
ver the past few months

O

we have received quite a
number of voluntary
donations. We are grateful for each
and every one of them. Each
donation helps us to support the
cause of spiritual healing in myriad
ways. We’ve truly appreciated the
monetary gifts that have
accompanied membership renewals
and distant healing requests. We
have been delighted to receive
generous contributions from our
USA tutors, who wrote: “It is our
donation to support the Charity
and all you do for so many in the
world!” And we were humbled to
receive the sum of £1 ,000 out of
the blue from a long-standing healer
member in the UK. Thank you,
every one of you. Your generosity
and kindness are much valued.
Remember, donations of every
size are welcome. Whether you’d
like to make a donation or indeed
a legacy for general benefit or for
a specific purpose, we are always
happy to carry out your wishes.

S

S c ient ific
evidence
for
spiritual
h ea ling

andy Edwards' ground
breaking research into
healing, in association with
the University of Birmingham, has
five whole pages devoted to it in
Nexus Magazine (September 1 8
issue). Nexus writes:
‘Led by the prestigious University
of Birmingham in the UK, a new
study proving there are positive
health benefits from spiritual
healing is now being suppressed
by medical journals and ignored
by the mainstream media due to
spiritual healing being classified
as a complementary therapy.’
The news about Sandy’s research
has since been picked up and
shared by ‘What Doctors Don’t

Tell You’ and other publications.
It’s fascinating and rewarding to
see how word is now spreading
through media.

practitioner status in just four hours,
Matthew called for new discussion
and action for the future of healing.
He wrote "Ultimately, healing is about
empathy, compassion, care,
understanding, energies, an open
heart and good listening skills."

In response, healers spoke about
the need for good training and
support. At The Healing Trust our
training is second to none, and we
are always there to support our
members. Please turn to page 22
to read Matthew's post.

Opening the debate for 'instant' reiki courses

M

atthew Manning, a patron
of The Healing Trust, recently
wrote a heartfelt call for
action on his Facebook page, which
was shared on our blog and widely
on social media. Dismayed by an
online video which promised reiki
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This amazing gift of
breathing

We take our breath for granted more often than not – and yet it contains
profound wisdom for our health and wellbeing, explains Molly Larkin. In this
exclusive edited extract from her book, ‘The Fountain of Youth is Just a
Breath Away,’ we learn about breath from a spiritual perspective.

M

any ancient cultures teach
that life begins with the
first inhale and ends with
the last exhale. This is a profound
truth, and yet we give very little
thought to the breaths we take in
between.

“The pause between breathing in the same air the spiritual masters
and breathing out is the doorway such as the Christ and the Buddha
to mystery.” Ojibway elder
breathed.

All living organisms breathe We are connected to every living

Quite a few years ago, I sat on a
hillside in Santa Monica, California
and saw a mountain breathe. I literally
Why is that? Perhaps because we saw, or imagined I saw, the mountain
tend to take for granted all that is moving up and down, in and out. It
sacred around us.
gave me a profound experience of
unity with all of creation.
Our breath is, indeed, sacred.
That experience started me on my
It can extend our lives, as well as spiritual quest because it showed
the quality of our lives. It can calm me that absolutely everything was
us, focus our minds and bring life- alive and that we are all related to
giving oxygen into our body.
everything in creation.

thing through our breath. Every being
breathes, and breathes with us.
We can survive weeks without
food, days without water, and almost
no time without breath. Yet most
people use only a small part of
their respiratory capacity. In fact,
the typical person uses only 20%
of their lung capacity!

Traditional views of the breath

All ancient wisdom cultures
understood the power of the breath,
So, for a balanced, healthy life, it’s Think about it. We are breathing both as a physical necessity and
time to start paying attention to it. the same air our ancestors breathed; a spiritual tool. It is central to the
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ancient practices of Yoga, Qi Gong, Ancient Hindu masters called the
Tai Chi, Vipassana and many other human soul, 'the one who breathes'.
They measured the span of a
meditative traditions.
person’s life, not in terms of how
Breath is Life. Everything we inhale many years they lived, but in terms
of the number of breaths they take
comes from the Universe.
from the moment they’re born until
the moment they die.
In many cultures, the terms for
‘breath’ and ‘spirit’ are used
interchangeably.

In yoga, Pranayama means ‘breath
control’. Specifically, ‘Prana’ means
‘vital energy’ and ‘Yama’ means
‘self-control’.

• In Sanskrit, the word ‘prana’
means ‘breath, spirit or universal
energy’.
• In Latin, the word is ‘spiritus’.
In Greek, the word for ‘spirit’
is ‘pneuma’, which also means
‘wind’ or ‘breath’. The ancient
Hebrew word for ‘God’s Spirit’ is
‘Ruach’, which means ‘breath’.
• In Aramaic, the language
spoken by Jesus, the word for
‘spirit’ includes ‘breath, air and
wind’, and the term ‘Holy Spirit’
can mean ‘holy breath’.

Traditional Hawaiians use the term
‘Haole’ (pronounced ‘Howlie’) to
refer to non-Hawaiians – the term
means ‘without breath’, because
when the Hawaiians first met
Europeans they saw they were
without Spirit or breath, meaning
they had lost the ability to breathe
naturally.

The chief spiritual discipline
practised by the Buddha was
meditation on the breath. On his
deathbed, in response to being
asked what he’d gained by a lifetime
of meditating on his breath, the
Buddha said he had gained nothing,
but, “I have lost my fear of sickness.
I have lost my fear of old age, and
According to Aramaic scholar Neil I have lost my fear of death.”
Douglas-Klotz in ‘The Hidden
Gospel,’ there is no separation in In the indigenous purification lodge,
Aramaic between spirit and body water is poured on hot rocks to
or between humanity and nature. create heat and steam for the
Our breath is connected to the air purpose of purifying body, mind
we breathe; therefore, in breath is and spirit. The steam created by
the water poured on the rocks is
unity with all beings.
called 'the breath of Spirit'.
In fact, Klotz says that the first line
of The Lord’s Prayer could be
correctly translated from Aramaic Hildegard of Bingen, eight centuries
as: ‘Respiration of all worlds, we ago, defined prayer as “breathing
hear you breathing – in and out – in and breathing out the one breath
of the Universe.”
in silence.’

Some teachers say that the practice
of yoga is really the practice of
breath. Pranayama is actually a
separate breathing practice to help
clear the mind and cleanse the body.

In fact, an ancient Hawaiian greeting
is to touch foreheads together with
hands clasped behind each other’s
head and actually exchange
breath/Spirit together.
Understanding our breath can be
the difference between thriving, or
merely surviving, in life.
Molly Larkin is the pen name of Nancy
O’Donohue, a Healing Trust tutor based
in the United States. ‘The Fountain of
Youth is Just a Breath Away’ by Molly
Larkin is available from Amazon UK,
price £2.22 (Kindle) or £3.88 (paperback).
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Howto beahealer

Visionary healer Lilla Bek
inspired much of the course
material for The NFSH Healing
Trust. Audrey Murr Copland
worked closely with Lilla on
the project. This exclusive new
article by Audrey encapsulates
the extraordinary energy of
Lilla’s career and teachings.

I

f you are a fairly new and a
younger member of the NFSH
Healing Trust, may I warmly
welcome you; or if like me you are
an ‘oldie’ and long-serving one,
then pat yourself on the back for
all your dedication and support.

and what to avoid
Lilla Bek in her garden

trained before they come down to known) who for 1 5 years sponsored
earth to become an Ambassador all her workshops on the evolution
of Healing. So believes Lilla Bek, of consciousness and the mechanics
renowned energy researcher, yoga of healing through the body’s energy
teacher and author of ‘To the Light’, system. These were attended by
‘What Colour Are You?’ and ‘The thousands of people from the UK
Seven Levels of Healing’ plus
and abroad. Subsequently, in 1 983,
dozens of remarkable recorded the NFSH launched the much
Some of you may not yet be fully lectures now available again from needed and highly acclaimed unique
aware of the value to be gained in YouTube, Google Play & Lilla’s own ground-breaking basic healer
becoming part of a central core website under the title ‘The Unique development training programme
and storehouse of healing
Wisdom Teachings of Lilla Bek’. of which I was one of the founder
knowledge that such an
members and tutors.
organisation as ours provides on 'In the 1980s Lilla’s spiritual insight
many physical and cosmic levels. was invaluable to the NFSH...' Responsible as I was then for
the daily management of our
There is a ‘University of Healing In the 1 980s Lilla’s spiritual insight central office in Sunbury-onand Light’ in another dimension in was invaluable to the NFSH (as Thames, and as a healer member
space and time and healers are the The Healing Trust was then myself, I became concerned by
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All healing must be
sent through the
‘Higher Self’. Distant
healing will be more
effective when the
recipients are aware
of the time it is being
transmitted and are
able to sit quietly to
receive it. Obviously
because of the global
time zones and the
differing
circumstances
surrounding the
An early newspaper cutting of Lilla running a course
recipient this may not
Lilla mentions that a doctor has to healed and understand the need always be possible. However,
undergo years of training before for personal cleansing of self and distant healing can also be effective
they can responsibly practise
the healing room before and after in those circumstances.
medicine and dispense a tangible a healing session.
I have enjoyed a lengthy personal
treatment to assist their patient.
'...there are different
and professional friendship with
She believes that a healer should
also spend time in developing and levels to distant healing Lilla who asked to meet me following
understanding the mechanics of depending on whether it a two-hour remote reading she did
healing before they begin to practise is being transmitted by for me in 1 978 and which brought
her into contact with the NFSH.
on anyone because they will be
one healer or a group of Lilla is just six months older than
dispensing a very powerful but
healers.'
me. She was born in Poland in
invisible vibration. A healer must
1 932. When Poland was invaded
be able to heal through their ‘Higher
Self’ which is the ‘God Self’ and Lilla deals with the question as to by Russia in 1 939 her family
must also be well prepared in
how, when a healer’s development escaped to Scotland where Lilla
understanding the auric space and for contact healing is so precise, was educated at a Catholic convent
until she was 1 8.
chakra system before conducting can distant healing work? She
a healing session.
explains there are different levels
to distant healing depending on As a mother of three Lilla became
Lilla believes that karma could
whether it is being transmitted by interested in yoga which she taught
prevent someone from being healed one healer or a group of healers. for ten years and was appointed
if it is their time to pass on. A healer Preparation by the distant healer a consultant to the Wheel of Yoga.
must also be capable of dissolving is the same as for a contact healer She began to experience heightened
any negative thought forms their which is achieved through meditation states of awareness of the world
client may release while being
and ‘opening’ of their consciousness. around her. Then on a yoga weekend
the number of
resignations I received
from healers citing
serious health issues.
Naturally, I turned to Lilla
for advice and she
recorded two tapes for the
NFSH training committee
on ‘How to be a Healer
and What to Avoid’.
Details of these were
incorporated into the
healer development
programme and made
available for purchase.
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like to sit inside a cell in her own body.
in Glastonbury she experienced a full kundalini
During this period she recorded her
awakening while alone in bed in her room.
insights in the form of audio tapes.
The thrust of fiery energy which moved
She travelled and lectured extensively,
through her body from the base chakra to
working for six years with doctors and
the top of the head, three times, shifted her
scientists in Munich exploring the
up the bed so forcefully she thought she
body’s second nervous system, also
might go through the wall if it occurred
known as the etheric nervous system.
again. She then experienced a total
sensation of peace and felt as if she was in
Lilla’s commitment to the NFSH has
paradise and wanted to spend the rest of
been profound. She served as a
her life helping others to reach such a state.
Consultant, Teacher, Vice-President
The next morning, somewhat to her alarm,
St Germaine
and was made a Fellow. She has
she was able to ‘see’ energy fields of
always maintained that our organisation
everything around her, including being able to
is overshadowed, etherically, by very High
‘see’ into people’s etheric and physical body. She
felt she needed help in being able to control all of Spiritual Beings who observe and wait to see how
well it is served by those involved in its spiritual
this and it was on its way.
progress. Lilla strongly believes that the NFSH
At the kitchen sink one day Lilla was happily singing Healing Trust training programme plays a crucial
away in her usual fashion as she washed the dishes part in the progress of a healer’s self-development
when she suddenly heard a voice in her head saying: and good health through good tuition and practical
“I am the Count of St Germaine”, to which Lilla saucily participation with others.
replied: “And I am the Queen of Sheba”. That same
day she was sorting out books in her local charity Audrey Murr Copland was employed for 12 years as NFSH
shop and one fell off the shelf. She picked it up and National Secretary. She is a former Vice President, a Fellow,
was astonished to read the title ‘The Life and Times a founding member and Tutor of the original NFSH Healer
of Comte de St Germaine’. She read that he was an Development Training Programme. A renowned international
alchemist with the secret of eternal life, and was a teacher, healer and author, Audrey’s website is ucanhealit.com
personal friend of King Louis XV. St Germaine was Lilla’s website is lillabek.com
born around 1 691 to 1 71 2 and died in 1 784. He is
considered by many healers to be an Ascended
Master, or spiritually enlightened Being.
The next time St Germaine contacted Lilla she listened
most respectfully and agreed to undertake an arduous
ten year commitment to research the evolution of
consciousness and in particular the mechanics of
healing. Lilla’s life changed significantly. She went
through intense training both in and out of body. Her
perception was that she was exploring the beginning
of time, the atomic structure and sensing what it was
Page 14 - Spiritus Magazine

Audrey Murr Copland

Reviews

365 Blessings to
Heal Myself and
the World
by Pierre Pradervand

A few years back I had the
good fortune to attend a
weekend retreat led by
Pierre Pradervand. Pierre
is best known for his classic
text, ‘The Gentle Art of
Blessing’ which
demonstrates the
transformative power of this
form of loving kindness.
During the retreat Pierre
offered uplifting stories and
exercises. At the end of the weekend, people were
going up to him for hugs. I decided to do the same,
and discovered that being hugged by Pierre felt like
being hugged by the Universe. It actually seemed
as though galaxies were channelling through him,
bathing me in warm light. I could only put that down
to Pierre’s 30-year practice of blessing.
Pierre’s new book offers a blessing or example of
love in action for each day of the year. These range
from the grateful blessing of food, children, partners,
friends and home, to the transformative acts of
blessing difficult people, and the raising of world
consciousness. Many of the entries are penned by
Pierre; others are borrowed respectfully from poets,
healers and mystics from the world over. The real
gift within this book is the discovery that daily blessings

have the power to dissolve resentments and raise
levels of awareness – and maybe those galaxies of
compassion begin to flow through the reader too.
Published by O Books and widely available, paperback
£1 4.99; ebook £6.99.
Reviewed by Suzanne Askham

Tibetan Soul Journey Meditation
narrated by Lizzie (Elizabeth) Whiter
instruments by Andy Thurgood

I brought this CD during my Animal Healing course
with Liz Whiter who is also a healer member of The
Healing Trust as I am. It is a guided meditation with
Tibetan bowls, gongs and bells which ground and
rebalance each energy centre – chakra –throughout
the body enabling one to remain in the present
moment at all times. I regularly invite friends for
meditation and we all went really deep, felt incredibly
balanced, calm and relaxed, almost asleep.
When I have had sleep problems I play it before I
sleep. Recently I had really bad
insomnia, there are two 30 minute
tracts, the second being an
instrumental version only, which is
brilliant to play before I sleep, as I
drop off instantly. It plays until the
end, so I don’t have to turn it off.
Available as a download at £5.99
from healinganimals.org
Reviewed by Susie Silvey
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My student healer journey
by Alexis Johnson

M

y name means helper,
which is probably why
Amazon stole it for their
electronic helper gizmo that plays
music and helps you decide whether
to pack an umbrella. My form of
helping has always been community
and participatory arts. I knew making
art together helped therapeutically,
but I didn’t know why until I learnt
about energy healing.
My journey began as a chance
encounter in LA. I was there to
help my sister when I spotted
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Venice Beach’s equivalent of
‘Watkins bookshop’. Walking
through that doorway changed my
life. Inside the shop I joined a
workshop where the facilitator got
us to feel the energy between our
hands. Before we knew it we were
trying our hand at healing. At the
end our facilitator, Roger Ford,
gently encouraged me to continue.
Also British, he pointed me straight
to The Healing Trust (NFSH) where
he had trained and practised before
setting his sights on California in
2002. He explained his time in the

states had taught him the UK was
advanced in healing.
Back home I couldn’t wait to book
myself on to my parts 1 and 2.
Although based in Region 1 0, no
dates locally meant I undertook
my training in Region 8. I couldn’t
speak more highly of my tutor
Barbara Toovey who expertly guided
me to part 4. And I didn’t make it
easy. My job called me away to
Nigeria then Brazil, so I had to sit
my parts 3 and 4 twice. Three years
on and a very patient Barbara finally

passed my part 4 despite a gap of
several months between day one
and two. I have to chuckle because
I really worked hard to contain my
curiosity about cording, which I
knew would be covered on my last
session. My interest was piqued
by its similarity to a dream I had
had when my close friend Polly
was pregnant. The dream showed
golden threads connecting Polly
to her loved ones and ancestors.
I wasn’t disappointed when I finally
got to hear how it works.

friend Polly, her mother, herself,
her daughter and sister all supporting
me by lining up for healing. It’s a
big step to tell your peers you’re
on a path that defies everything
you and they have been taught to
believe. The Healing Trust certainly
helps you find that strength and
voice to ‘come out’. And when you
do, it is remarkable how your friends
and family respect your decision.

Then my mentor, Heather, came
along. I was driving to Gorton and
started to think very strongly about
her. I knew she was mentoring
what seemed to be everyone, so
I decided I was absolutely not
going to trouble her. After the
session she came up to me and
said she had had a strong sense
she should take me on. I was
delighted. It started to feel like
things were slotting into place.
And I couldn’t have a better or
more understanding mentor.

Most recently I have taken my
biggest step yet. At my Region’s
recent AGM I met the Preston
healers, who were kind enough to
invite me to come along to their
weekly Centre. I can’t tell you just
how welcomed I have been. This
has felt big, but I have received
such warmth, especially from
Half way through part 3, I started Yvonne, our Region’s student
to feel ready to make the leap into advisor Anne and the regular clients
themselves who have let me practise
practice with the public. For no
reason attributed to me, Region on them. Four visits on, this feels
1 0 suddenly came online. Emails very much like the start of something
that is very right for me.
began arriving from Neil. This
brought me to Gorton Monastery
monthly healing day. And it was My next big leap will be to go to
here I first got to meet fellow students Panel, but I know that will come
and healers from across my Region. when the time is right, just like
From day one I was merrily thrown every step on my journey has been
in at the deep end with sometimes so far. Although my name means
Region 8’s Healing Centre was too queuing public. I remember my helper, the kindness of the
far for practice, so with my tutor’s first public chair healing like it was remarkable Healing Trust members
encouragement I invited my friends yesterday. And then suddenly it means that now I’m the one being
was my second, third and I was helped, so I can better help others,
to step up as my guinea pigs. I
and I couldn’t be more grateful.
have an abiding memory of my just so happy.
Region 8 has continued to support
me, being kind enough to let me
join their support group. Run by
Helen, this a valuable forum not
just to practise with the guidance
of expert trainers, but to share
experiences, ask questions and
have fascinating conversations
with student and practitioners. I
had been asking to connect to
like-minded people way before
my trip across the globe. As an
artist you can often feel isolated
or unsupported, even when
working with hundreds of
community participants. And it is
The Healing Trust that has
connected me to some of the
most loving, aware and remarkable
people I have ever met.
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Discover this easy way
by Spiritus editor and Healing
Trust trustee Suzanne Askham

to meditate

M

editation and healing go hand
in hand. To send healing, we
focus our mind and keep it
focused. When our mind wanders, we
remind ourselves that we are here to
give healing, and we return to our
intention of being a channel of
unconditional love for our client.
Meditation calls upon a very similar
self-discipline. A regular practice of
meditation can help us to become more
focused healers.
Sometimes a client may ask you how
they can meditate. They’ve heard that
it’s good for relaxation and they’d like
to try it, but they don’t know where to
start. In response to many such questions
in my own practice, I developed this
EASY guide to meditation. It’s been
helpful for my clients, and you may find
it useful to share with your own.
Here is the EASY method:
E stablish a routine.
Accept that it won’t go perfectly.
S it still in silence.
Yield to the process.
Let’s take each of those steps in more
detail4
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Establish a routine

You’re more likely to meditate if
it’s booked into your diary. Find
an ideal time of day for you. You
might try 20 minutes at the start
of every day, or in the evening; or
both those times.
Aim to meditate at the same time
every day. Choose a length of time
that will work for you. Anything from
1 5 minutes to half an hour is good.
However, it’s better to do ten
minutes, or even five, rather than
none. Aim to meditate in the same
place, and make it pleasant and
uncluttered, the way you’d like your
mind to be. You might like a shawl
or blanket with you, so you feel
warm and comfortable. It’s helpful
to set a timer to let you know, gently,
when the meditation has finished.
You can use your phone, as long
as you’ve switched off incoming
calls. There are also some lovely
meditation timers around, but keep
it simple.

Accept that it won't go perfectly

Sometimes we try to create the
perfect, calm environment, and
then feel fazed if a fly enters the
room and buzzes around, or building
work starts up outside. Accept that
life isn’t perfect. If anything disturbs
your concentration during your
meditation, simply witness the
disturbance non-judgementally. It
may well be a reflection of your
own mind, which may be buzzing
like a fly, or in a state of change

and renewal, like a building that is that you are focusing on, or your
being restored.
breath, or counting.

Sit still in silence

It’s helpful to focus on a single thing
in your imagination, and to keep
focusing on that during your
meditation. An object from nature
such as a flower, a leaf or a twig
laced with lichen, can be a fantastic
subject for meditation, because it
has shape, pattern, texture, colour,
scent and depth that you can dwell
on in your imagination.

Yield to the process

There’s a sort of ‘giving up’ that
goes on when we meditate. We’re
letting go of that list of things to do
that seems to have permanent
residence in our head. We’re giving
up trying to control anything. We’re
giving up, sitting down and being
still. That is when the magic
happens. You may experience
colours in your mind’s eye, voices
of people you can’t see, shafts of
sunlight, and sudden insights.
Simply witness these. Keep
witnessing. Keep returning to
counting breaths, or noticing your
breath, or whatever you have
decided to do to still your mind.
And at some point, you may well
experience bliss. Let yourself bathe
in that bliss.

Or you might simply witness your
breath, noticing every detail of it.
Or you might count up to four, one
number per in-breath, and start
again, counting up to four each time.
Or you might repeat certain words,
silently to yourself. Breathe in “I
am”, and breathe out an uplifting
word that you have chosen. It
might be “peace” or “love” or “leaf” Afterwards, don’t try to recreate
or “flow”.
what happened. Don’t worry that
you’ll never manage to achieve it
For example, breathe in “I am”, again. Remind yourself that you
breathe out “tree” and visualise meditate in order to meditate, that’s
that you are a flexible willow tree, all. There is no goal. Bliss is4 well,
bending gracefully in the breeze. blissful, but it is not a goal. Follow
Or you might imagine yourself as the EASY steps, and simply witness
a tall, strong oak tree with rough all that happens. Over time, with
regular practice, you will find yourself
bark and spreading branches.
generally calmer. When crises
happen, you’ll be able to return to
Whenever you notice that your
mind has wandered, simply remind a calm state more quickly and
easily. Your health and capacity
yourself that you are here to
meditate, and go back to the object for happiness will also benefit.
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Your Membership
Panel
An enjoyable
achievement for
Healing Trust students

“Are you anxious about going
to Panel? We can help by
explaining the purpose of it,
what happens, and how you
can excel.” Barbara Toovey,
Healing Trust tutor and
Spiritus assistant editor, and
Judith Pool, Regional Chair
and Panel Coordinator, guide
you through the process.

D

obviously unsatisfactory. As the
years passed, and increased
accountability in therapy practice
was required, it was decided that
Panels would be set up in each
Region. These usually involved
three healer members with a Panel
Co-ordinator. And this system
continues to this day.

in private meetings or within a
Student Support Group. These
situations are relaxed, supportive
and often involve tea, cake and a
chuckle! Just before the two-year
student membership is completed,
a mentor or the student can ask
Central Office for a Healer
Membership pack.

Passing a Panel confirms that you
are well prepared for working
without supervision, are able to
carry out the Healing Act correctly,
and are comfortable and happy in
your role as a healer. The Panel
system also allows you, as a
student, to meet other Regional
members in the Healing Trust
family. Contacts made in this way
can be supportive and reassuring.

Applyingfor Panel

When you contact Central Office to
say you are ready to apply for Panel,
they will send you an ‘Application
for Healer Membership’ four-page
booklet, which will give you all the
information you need, including a
section to fill in the names, addresses
and contact details of your mentor
and four people who have agreed
to provide testimonials for you.
General preparation for Panel
One testimonial can now be a distant
begins at student membership with healing case history.
learning the Code of Conduct and
the Healing Act. Knowing both of Testimonials often give students a
these inside out is essential, and headache! Even when you have willing
you will have plenty of guidance, clients, you may worry about what
This arrangement meant that the practice and feedback to help you. they will have to say and how well
Charity had members known only More specific preparations are
they will say it. You may even worry
to their sponsors. This was
through support of a mentor, either that they may not complete the task.
uring the early years of the
NFSH, as the Charity was
originally known, students
did not attend a Panel, applying
for Healer Membership on the
recommendation of their sponsor.
There was no training other than
a healer showing the student how
to do it. Consequently, the Charity
had healers working in a variety
of different styles. These were
mainly hands-on, as working handsoff in the energy field was not
introduced until much later.
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your journey, so you can travel
on with more confidence.

The Panel

Attending a Panel can sound offputting, even scary. But the reality
is very different. Here is what
actually happens.
A nominated client will receive an
A4 sheet, together with a brief letter
explaining the reasons for having
testimonials and thanking them for
their help and including a stamped,
addressed envelope for return.
There are then eight straightforward
questions to answer, mainly by
ticking an option. Question 9 is for
any additional comments they
would like to make ‘about the healer
and spiritual healing received.’

Once you’ve received your
Application pack, read the notes
carefully, using the ‘tick’ list at
the end of Guidance Notes to
check you have done everything.
Check your log book has all the
required information filled in.
Return your application form and
log book to Central Office by
Recorded Delivery.

All Regions are happy to call a
Panel together: it is a positive thing
to do, and all Regions use the same
guidelines and administration.

The Panel Co-ordinator arranges
a date to suit candidates, Panel
members and venue. This may
involve around eight people
altogether. Often there are three
candidates for each Panel, with
When all the completed testimonials each private interview lasting about
have been received by Central an hour. The atmosphere is relaxed,
Office they are forwarded to your with a welcome to candidates and
refreshments available.
Regional Panel Co-ordinator.

Your mentor will also receive a
form asking for details of your
training and their observations of
your understanding of healing, your It is possible to apply for a Panel
attitude towards clients and time in another Region – perhaps
spent with the mentor.
because it’s geographically closer
to you. Please let Central Office
You can see how important it is to know of this when you send in
have a mentor. Find a mentor,
your application form.
either one-to-one, or in a Student
Support Group, who will help and Why go to all this trouble?
support you, and let you know
when you are ready for Panel. If You have already put so much
you have problems finding a mentor effort, thought, commitment and
get in touch with your Regional money into developing as a
Student Support Officer, Regional healer, the natural goal is then
Chair or Secretary and they should to become a fully qualified healer
be able to help.
member. Complete this part of

Panel members will have thoroughly
read each student’s log book and
testimonials and aim to show a
supportive attitude towards the
candidate throughout the interview.
As long as you have done your
preparation, you are likely to enjoy
your time at Panel and emerge
pleased to be a healer member.
Panel is a celebration of all you
have achieved so far and just the
start of all you will achieve in the
future as a healer member of The
Healing Trust family.
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Last August, Matthew Manning, a patron
of The Healing Trust, wrote a Facebook
post about the dangers of poorly trained
reiki practitioners working with ill and
vulnerable people. We would not criticise
reiki as a modality in its own right – and
nor has Matthew. But it's clear from the
overwhelming online support for Matthew's
post that inadequate reiki training poses
a risk. That's why at The Healing Trust
we insist on a minimum of two years with
numerous facetoface tutor and mentor
sessions before students reach healer
status. We are sharing Matthew's post
here – and we welcome your opinions
on this important subject.

Ifyouwerei
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with little or no training?
I

n order to try to understand
something of which we have
little knowledge, the use of labels
seems to help. I have worked as
a professional healer for 40 years
and in the early days I was frequently
asked what kind of healer I was.
Faith healer, spiritual healer,
Christian, crystal, colour, mental
– the list was endless although
'faith healer' seemed the most
commonly understood.
Working in America in the early
1 980s I began to hear of a new
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by Matthew Manning

healing model – reiki – that had
originated in Japan. By the time I
was in Australia in the early ‘90s
it was all the rage even though it
hadn't fully reached Britain. But
that was all about to change.

quick to obtain a certificate stating
you were a 'reiki healer'.

It became enormously popular
here very rapidly. This may have
been because the courses were
so much shorter than other
established healer training courses
such as those offered by The
National Federation of Spiritual
Healers (NFSH), now known as
The Healing Trust. It was easy and

I'm not criticising reiki as a healing
model as I believe that all healing,
however it is labelled, is essentially
the same. But I have increasing
reservations about the way in which
it is being marketed and presented.

Today if I tell someone that I'm a
healer, the response is almost
always, 'Do you mean a reiki healer?'

This morning a slick video appeared
on my Facebook feed inviting me

in a local hospice as they
only accepted reiki
practitioners. In a possibly
emotionally-charged
environment that needs
sensitivity a dying person
and their loved ones could
find the 'healer' permitted
to work with them has
very limited experience.

understanding, humility and service,
opening your heart, human
physiology, medical treatments –
and probably humour too – all in
absence of ego. It's not something
learned or gained after a four-hour
or 24-hour course – especially if
it's online. If you intervene in
someone else's health, you are
taking on a huge responsibility.

Another healer, recently
qualified after a long
course with The Healing
Trust, told me that one of
her clients "went over to
her reiki hairdresser who
to: 'Discover the power of Reiki to charged nearly double because
she claimed to cleanse the air!"
heal emotional, physical and
energetic imbalances in yourself
and others in this bestselling course I've also heard a reiki practitioner
claim that reiki is the only 'powerful'
with over 57,052 students!
form of healing whilst spiritual
'You'll learn how to perform Reiki healing works only on babies and
sessions, administer attunements, the elderly!
heal unwanted patterns and
Training as a healer involves so
much more.'
much more than many people
All this for just four hours of online appreciate. It's also learning about
video content - and you've got a compassion, empathy,
certificate saying that you're a
qualified reiki healer! I probably
wouldn't have so much of an issue
with this if the word 'healer' was
replaced with 'practitioner'.

I'm increasingly concerned at
peculiar claims made by some
inexperienced reiki practitioners,
whilst highly experienced and
trained healers are being denied
access to work with people who
are in real need.
You may have trained and qualified
as a reiki practitioner, but if you
or a loved one was extremely ill,
would you feel comfortable being
treated by someone with very
limited training even though they
have a certificate?
I'd be interested to hear your views.

And here is the problem. I recently
met at a lady who is a very
experienced healer of 40 years
and originally trained with the NFSH.
She was unable to work (unpaid)
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In this issue, nine Healing Trust Regions share news and updates.

Region 1

Elsewhere, the Orpington Centre,
being faced with unsustainable
by Robert Oulton (Chair)
demands for parking charges at
their base in Orpington hospital,
It was wonderful to hear from Roz have moved to the Crofton Halls
Burton, chair of Bromley Centre – quite a struggle to find a suitable
about their 40th Anniversary
location, but they feel they have
celebration and re-dedication day been guided to the right place.
on 5th May. Twenty healers were New patients are coming along as
joined by Charlie Kennedy, Lea well as their faithful clientele
Brodie and Bianca Best who all following from the hospital.
gave talks, and the gathering,
which included members from
High rent is proving a real difficulty
Beckenham and Caterham, also for some of our Centres. Weybridge
enjoyed a shared lunch and their had to reduce their sessions to
annual re-dedication ceremony. fortnightly because of rent rises.
What an inspiration to contemplate But, hearing THT is a charity, the
the commitment of members who Library, which hosts the Centre,
started the Centre all those years agreed to reduce the rent by half.
ago and the healers who have kept Weybridge will open weekly again
the gentle flame of healing alight from September. Sally Jarvis, their
in the midst of their community. Chair, recommends other Centres

Kent, Surrey and Sussex

check out whether they could get
a similar deal.
Faversham in Kent was the location
for a Spring Bank Holiday weekend
of healing with Matthew Manning
hosted by Region 1 . Nearly 50
gathered for his celebrated ‘Healing
Intent’ workshop on Saturday,
with 35 for Healing Circles on
Sunday. It proved an inspirational
occasion, with R1 members
renewing and making new
friendships, as well as enjoying
this beautiful, historic town.
On 6th October, American
psychologist and past life regression
therapist Linda Backman will have
come to Horsham to run what (at
the time of writing) promises to be
a popular workshop.

Region 3

Cornwall and Devon

by Jennifer Jones (Chair)

Bromley Healers 40th Anniversary celebration
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Greetings from the sunny South
West! We had a lovely turnout for
our AGM, which was held in Exeter
on Saturday 9th June. It was a
good meeting, and it was followed
by a great workshop called ‘All
About the Base’ with Daniel Neale.
This was a two-hour workshop

exploring some of the beautiful
crystals which resonate with the
base chakra. We entered into a
guided meditation to connect with
the crystal which we chose to bring
healing to this grounding and
motivational chakra. Daniel has an
amazing energy himself, and he
was really impressed with our
feedback from the meditation!
We have a lovely new Committee
– some ‘older’ faces and some
new people too – and we have
plans afoot, at last, for more events
and get-togethers. Jackie Morant,
Chair of the Exeter Healing Centre,
very kindly offered to extend an
invitation to all our members in
Region 3 to take part in the CPD
days, which Exeter Healing Centre
has been running for many years.
The first of these will have passed
before this issue of Spiritus reaches
you, but please put Saturday 1 st
December in your diary for the next
one. It is held in Topsham, and is
an all-day event.

be a great addition and asset to
our merry band of healers within
the Healing Trust.
I am running Parts 1 & 2 Combined
of the Healing training over two
weekends in November and
December. The dates are 24th and
25th November; and 8th and 9th
December. The course will be held
in North Bovey, near
Moretonhampstead, on Dartmoor.
Please contact me on 0771 8 0801 77
or jenniferjones1 0@me.com for
more details, and do pass on this
information to anyone you may
know who wishes to start the
training. For students looking for
a Healing Development Group,
please do get in touch so that I can
invite you to mine.

Region 4

If you have a relevant event you
would like publicised here, let us
know and we’ll try to help.

Training

Dawn Redwood continues as Tutor
and a Mentor for Region 4. For
further info please contact her on
0757 0400 363 or on
dawn.redwood04@gmail.com.
Dawn also offers a refresher course
for any members or long-time
students wishing to restart their
practice.

Panel

Our most recent Panel took place
on 22nd August. Our congratulations
to all new healer members.

Healing Groups

Bath and Bristol Healing Groups
Bath, Bristol, Gloucestershire, continue being well attended. Many
Somerset and North Somerset thanks to all the volunteer healers
by Rosemary Stibbon (Chair)
for your input and support.

Future events

We will be contacting you to canvas
your approval and potential support
I am delighted that two students when planning future events to try
went to Panel on Monday 1 3th
to ensure we cover costs and attract
August, and both passed with flying a good size audience. If there are
colours. Bleau Shanay Hudson particular events you would like us
lives in Region 1 but visits Region to arrange please tell us about them!
3 very regularly, and Clare Newman
lives in Region 4 but often attends Facebook
the Exeter Healing Centre. The All Regional events and other items
of interest are put on our Facebook
Panel was made up of Jackie
Morant, Dawn Andrews and myself. page
I know that Bleau and Clare will www.facebook.com/nfshregion4.

Committee

We wish to co-opt more Committee
members! We have four meetings
a year, including the Gathering and
AGM each Spring, so it isn’t onerous.
Do let us know if you are interested.

Region 7

Cambs, Essex, Norfolk and
Suffolk

by Heather Ward

Our AGM in May was well attended
with 25 attendees and all roles
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filled. Thanks go to all who
contributed on the day and for the
ongoing input of all members and
friends of Region 7 for your energy
– together we make positive
changes!
On 1 8th August the HT stand at
the MBS Forum Exhibition in
Norwich was a great success. It
is a popular event held in the centre
of the city and reaches out to many
people. Our Chair, Diana Bylett,
wishes to thank all healer members
who helped out on the day.

Bond will be giving a taster session
on PraNeoHom, a system to activate
your innate healing powers. This
promises to be a day of peace,
healing, sharing and learning – an
ideal way to round off the year’s
events!
Our congratulations go to John
Lumkin and Dr Margriet van
Nieuwburg who have recently
passed their Panel.

Details of all events are on THT
national website and on Region
7’s website at
The Norwich Healing Centre runs www.nfsh-region7.co.uk
monthly ‘Drop-in’ healing sessions
at The Friends Meeting House the Region 8
first Saturday of each month from Herefordshire, Shropshire,
Staffordshire, Warwickshire,
1 :30pm to 3:30pm. Spread the
West Midlands and
word to family, friends and
Worcestershire
colleagues! This is a valuable
service for the city and surrounding by Judith Pool (Chair)
area, run by a group of volunteer Congratulations to Michele Burton
THT members.
and Tania Pearson who are now
healer members, having passed
11th November:
their Panel on 6th June, 201 8. A
Remembrance Sunday
happy afternoon for all concerned.
Do join us for this day when we
send out energy for World Peace. The well attended AGM on 1 2th
May went very smoothly. There
We meet at 1 0am at Great Barton were reports from the Board,
Village Hall. The morning will be Regional Chair, RTO and also
dedicated to World Peace with a Treasurer, showing we remain in
meditation to include the 2 minutes a healthy financial position. All the
silence, followed by a healing and officers and committee were reelected for the next 1 2 months.
a chance to mix and mingle.
After a shared lunch, Tutor Lis
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Plumb MNFSH running the
afternoon workshop; enlightening
us about Numerology and then
helping us to work on our own
numbers using formats she had
prepared and handed out. It gave
us all much food for thought.
Altogether, a positive and
successful day.
Barbara Toovey organised a
Workshop Day at Bradley on 28th
July with interesting talks. These
were ‘Newly Developing Chakras
Up-date: Planetary changes and
effects’ (Barbara Toovey); ‘Healing
Children’ (Judith Pool); and
‘Healing Animals’ (Michele Burton).
It was well attended and prompted
much discussion.
We know that many healers and
students need somewhere they
can find ‘like minds’ to exchange
ideas and ask questions. So here
are places in R8 where you can
find HT healers ‘gathered together’:
Blymhill Healer Support Group.
Blymhill Village Hall. 1 st Saturday
of the month. Contact: Judith Pool
01 785 284875 or Helen Wilson
0781 5 497725
Penkridge Healing Centre: Haling
Dene, Cannock Road, Penkridge
Stafford. Thursdays fortnightly from
1 .1 5pm. Contact: Judith Pool 01 785
284875 or judithmpool@gmal.com.

We were delighted to have June Natural Healing Group: Aldridge

Community Centre. Sundays
5.30pm to 7.30pm. Contact:
Paul Hardial 07938 83801 0
aldridgehealinggroup@gmail.com

Friends Meeting House, 1 32 Street
Lane, Roundhay, Leeds, LS8 2BW
from 1 0am to 2pm. Lapsed members
are also welcomed.
Contact sjvirr@gmail.com or
Cheslyn Hay Healing Centre: Village ian.ywoodhealer@gmail.com for
Hall, Pinfold Lane. Mondays
more information.
fortnightly from 1 .00pm. Contact:
Margaret Carriere 07864 367663 Meditation sessions
or 01 543 27461 6
Our member Ruth Kaye continues
allenmaggy@aol.co.uk
to offer meditation sessions at the
Cairn Hotel in Harrogate for
Solihull Healer Development Group. meditation the last Saturday of
The Core, Sollihull Library. 2nd each month at 11 am for an hour.
and 4th Saturday each month from Student healers are most welcome.
1 pm to 3pm. Contact: Peter Hockley Contact Ruth at ruth@cainer.com
01 21 7793220
and see www.ruthkay.net.
peterhockley3@aol.com
Member Anne-Marie Loades is
Region 9
continuing to host a monthly
Derbyshire, Leicestershire,
healer support meeting at her
Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire, home. The next two meetings are
Rutland, South/West Yorkshire Tuesday 1 6th October from
by Ian Yearwood (Chair)
7.30pm to 9.30pm and Tuesday
20th November from 7.30pm to
Region 9 AGM
9.30pm. There is also a
We had a successful meeting on forthcoming Chakra workshop
the 1 6th June. A big thank you to on Saturday 27th October 201 8.
those who attended and those who For details Anne-Marie can be
sent their best wishes.
contacted on 01 773 74346
or 07968506431 or
Region 9 Healing Support anne-marie@aloades.co.uk.
Any member or potential member
Group
This group provides the opportunity of the Healing Trust is welcome.
for healers and students to meet,
share, practise healing, discuss Forthcoming event
spiritual topics and take part in
One of our members, Frank Fallows,
workshops. Remaining meetings has been inspired to arrange a
in 201 8 are on 22nd September to Healing Intent Workshop with
24th November. These are held at Matthew Manning in Leeds on the

6th and 7th October, which will
have taken place shortly before
you read this.

Training dates to be run in
Leeds

201 8: P3 3rd and 1 7th November
and 1 st December
201 9: P1 1 6th and 23rd February
P2 2nd and 9th March

Region 1 0

Cheshire, Conwy,
Denbighshire, Flintshire, Gtr
Manchester, Gwynedd, Isle of
Anglesey, Isle of Man,
Lancashire, Mersey, Wrexham

by Neil Grahame (Chair)

The summer has been a relatively
quiet period for Region 1 0. Sadly,
with three of our committee having
been affected by serious health
problems (either themselves or
family members) or bereavement,
and others affected by health
issues, it has been harder to sustain
normal levels of activity.
We did however conduct a brief
email survey of our Region’s
members during the spring, and
I’ll mention a few of the results.
Approximately 1 8 per cent of
members responded. Part of the
survey was in the form of statements
to which respondents could indicate
whether they agreed.
Over half agreed with the following
statements:
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1

I see THT as a registration
organisation that provides
me with accreditation so that
I can practise healing, and, as
a qualified healer, obtain
insurance.
2. I see THT as a membership
organisation which provides
basic training, and I would like
to see it also providing further
Continuing Professional
Development training.
Roughly one third agreed with the
following:
3. I see THT as an organisation
that does or should promote
healing through open-access
events (eg MBS fairs, partnership
working as with Gorton
Monastery), through the
internet, and is proactive in
recruiting new students.
4. I believe THT should proactively seek out healing
opportunities for healers
eg healthcare settings
(hospitals, hospices etc.) or
other settings (eg prisons).
It’s always a question of how you
interpret survey results, but the
responses will be useful for the
Region.
Congratulations to our students
who have passed their Panels
during the spring and summer.

Events

We are planning a workshop
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with Matthew Manning. This is
now planned for 201 9, and the
venue is likely to be in
Manchester. Other possible
healing events: Barton Grange
possibly Spring 201 9.

Healing Centres

Preston Healing Centre:

Tuesday evenings 6pm, healing
starts 6.30pm.
Blackburn Healing Centre:

Monday evenings 7pm to 9pm.
Gorton Monastery, Manchester: Healing
Sundays the first Sunday of every
month, 11 am to 4.30pm.
Holywell Healing Sanctuary:

Wednesday evenings 7.30 to 9pm.

Region 11

Cleveland, Cumbria, Durham,
Humberside, Northumberland,
North Yorkshire, Tyne & Wear

by Gillian Johnston (Chair)

experience and personal
progression amongst like-minded
people. Healers from other
modalities are also welcomed as
well as anyone who is interested
in becoming a healer or perhaps
thinking about taking it up again.
The meetings are on a Saturday
1 .30pm to 5pm beginning from
1 5th September then 1 0th
November. In 201 9 dates are 1 9th
January, 1 6th March, 11 th May,
1 4th September and 9th November.
Kettle will be on from 1 .1 5pm.
Contact Linda Hartley
for venue details
linda.hartley@rocketmail.com
In the north of the Region we are
very excited about the new
location for our healing share
and development group Healing
for Healers. It will now be based
at the Urban Angels Therapy
Centre which is situated within
the Fleming Business Centre,
Burdon Terrace, Jesmond,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, NE2 3AE.
The next meeting will take place
on Tuesday 11 th September 6pm
to 8pm and continue on the second
Tuesday of every month.
We welcome all healer and student
members in the north of the Region.
Contact Gillian and Jenny for details
on how to reserve your spot
healingtrust.region11 @gmail.com

York Healing Centre will reopen
after the summer break on Thursday
6th September and will continue
to open only on the 1 st and 3rd
Thursday of each month. A warm
welcome awaits any student
members who would like to practise
their healing at this Centre.
The first meeting of the Healing
for Healers and Development Group
in Pocklington (near York) took
place in June and was enjoyed by
all. This Group offers an ideal
opportunity to meet up with other
healers, give and receive healing,
meditate and discuss healing
The following Healer training

courses are available at Sunderland Many congratulations to Mikhail
Mamon, Sasha Vaughan, Claira
Quaker Meeting House, Roker
Fernandez, Shivli Bajpai, Sue
SR6 9PG.
Evans and Zyta Torochow who
have all successfully passed their
Part 3: 1 0th November, 24th
November and 8th December 201 8 Panels. They continue their
Part 1 : 1 9th February and 26th commitment to offering healing in
Region 1 4 Healing Centres. Well
February 201 9
Part 2: 2nd February and 9th done and thank you!
February 201 9
In July, John Gordon-Smith and
Christine Bachmann held their third
Further details from Region 11
annual Meditation and Mindfulness
Tutor, Valerie Chiltonsmith
Workshop with a meditation CD
0783 784 6923,
provided by the Tibet Relief Fund
www.innerlightworkshops.com
to celebrate the Dalai Lama’s birthday.
For details of all events and courses We had a lovely afternoon and plan
check out Region 11 Facebook page to continue offering this regularly.

Region 1 4

Greater London and
Middlesex

peer supervision, discussion and
sharing about our healing work.
We hope to commence meetings
in the autumn. Please contact John
Gordon-Smith for more information
at johngs7@btinternet.com.

Christine Bachmann runs regular
Student Development Days, to
which all students are warmly
invited. The date of the next meeting
is Saturday 3rd November. She
has recently started a new, weekly
meditation group which is open to
all healers and students. Her student
group meetings, courses and
workshops take place in Muswell
Hill, London N1 0. Please contact
her for more information at
The Region 1 4 Committee is setting cibachmann@gmail.com.
up a Healer Support Group, which
will offer a supportive community With blessings and warm wishes
for all healers. This will include
to you all!

Healers were busy at Norwich Mind, Body & Spirit Fair
by John Gordon-Smith (Chair)

We loved this review by Sandra Willis, from our Facebook
page, of a Healing Trust stand in Norwich. The healers report
that it was a lovely day and they gave healing to 40 people.
Imagine this on every high street in the future!

healing training and the local Norwich Healing Centre.
The healers at the table were busy chatting and answering
questions to visitors. The Forum was a light bright
modern building, you would not believe you could go
change your library book and receive some healing
I went to visit Norwich Mind, Body & Spirit Fair at the and
and
then get coffee and food in the café. Wow!
Forum and spent some time with some of our wonderful
healers in Region 7. It was very busy but I still managed
to experience a lovely healing energy session. They
had cleverly partitioned a peaceful circled area with
plenty of room for five or six clients receiving chair
healing. Around the outside of the partitions there were
several other stands selling jewellery, vegan cakes,
fairies, tarot card readers etc. At the front of the healing
stand there was information on The Healing Trust,
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Into the light
Charles Stevens
1 922-201 8

wounds, he met the renowned
healer, Harry Edwards. Harry told
him, “Everything passes, forget
what was.” He placed his hands
on Charles and Charles began to
heal. Harry also told Charles he
was a healer and would do a lot
of good. For many years Charles
gave healing and touched the lives
of many people. Each morning
his simple prayer was, “What good
can I do today?”
When he met his wife, Rita, on
their first meeting Charles
announced, “You will be my wife.”
Charles and Rita spent 71 happily
married years together.

It is with sadness that we recently
heard of the death of Charles
Stevens who, after 64 years’
membership, was our longest
serving member.
Charles, a Polish Jew, suffered 'a
living hell' for years during the war
years. Persecuted by the Nazis,
he lost his family, friends and home.
Escaping to Russia he was detained
in one of the notorious Labour
Camps. Charles nearly died of
starvation, tuberculosis and typhoid,
but he believed in his Higher Self
and always listened to this inner
Despite the horrors Charles lived
voice. He believed this is what
through during the war, his journey
saved him.
led him to healing, compassion
The Polish prisoners were eventually and forgiveness. He will be missed
released to form the Free Polish by all who were privileged to know
Army under British rule. Despite a him.
by Diana Bylett
hazardous journey Charles arrived
safely in England. After the war, in
his search for healing for his old
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Jo Southgate
1 942 – 201 8

Jo worked with us for many years
as a much valued member of the
healing team at our weekly clinic
in Croydon, as well as contributing
energetically and with great
enthusiasm in a number of public
events; whenever I mentioned
plans for such an event, Jo was
first to volunteer her time.
Jo was a regular at our evening
meetings with my mother Bettine
at Rose Lodge, where we engaged
in distant healing, as well as rescue
work. Her spirituality was an
inspiration, and her dedication
boundless.
In later years, when infirmity
prevented her physical presence
with us, Jo linked with us at every
opportunity, and she and I had
many long phone conversations,
sharing thoughts on spiritual
matters? always a delight.

Here we pause to celebrate
and honour the lives of
fellow healers who have
gone before us.
I miss her – but am so grateful that Tony Priestley
I had the opportunity of having her
It is with much sadness that I have
as a friend and colleague.
to report the passing of Tony
by Tonie Lambie Priestley at the age of 72. Tony ran
a very successful healing clinic in
Lincolnshire for 35 years, and was
Jo’s friend Eleanor Bridge adds the
well known in the area, and further
following words:
afield, for his work. He had some
Jo arrived as treasurer to Region amazing results over the years,
and because of this he had referrals
1 during the time that I was
newsletter editor there. Region 1 ’s from his local GP.
books took on a new lease of life,
being totally revamped. Jo, as a Sadly, Tony was diagnosed three
good treasurer does, knew exactly years ago with stage four cancer
(final stage) and at the time of
where every penny was or had
gone. She was always available diagnosis he was only given two
with advice and counselling, not to five months to live. He opted for
just on finances, but on all other an holistic approach to his cancer
matters both spiritual and earthly. management. I wrote an article
about his journey called 'Cancer Thank you Jo for your love and Is There Another Way?’ which was
friendship and always being such published in Spiritus in November
an inspiration to everyone. One 201 6. I used the pseudonym of
thing, however, have you finished David in the article to protect Tony's
revamping the books of the ‘Upstairs identity, as at that time he didn't
want anyone to know that he had
management’ yet?

cancer – he wanted to carry on his
life as normal.
We researched all that we could
about an alternative approach to
cancer and Tony followed the
modalities that he felt most drawn
to. His holistic approach along with
spiritual healing, determination,
and an unwavering belief in God
enabled him to live for a further
three years.
He was very brave and stoic right
until the end and will be sadly
missed by many people.

by Pauline Bradbury

With blessings

Alan Pinches, a beloved husband,
father and grandfather, respected
healer member of The Healing
Trust who helped many in Region
6, passed away last April, aged 90.
continued on page 35.
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Regional Directory & Course Tutors
REGION 1

Kent, Surrey, Sussex

Secretary: Noreen Greenacre
0208 6606728
Training and Student Support:
Jacquie Wilton 01 273 593294

Tutors
Jacquie Wilton
Hove Support Group: Mondays
1 7:30-1 9:30 or 1 9:30-21 :30
01 273 593294
jcwilton@hotmail.co.uk

Lea Brodie

Cobham Support Group:
Mondays 1 9:30 - 22:00
07885 5001 76
lea.brodie@btinternet.com

Healing Centres:
Beckenham [W]* 07754 833020
Bromley [W]* 07850 27491 2
Caterham & Old Coulsdon [W]*
01 883 330706/01 883 342064
Epsom & Ewell [A]*[W]*
07539 820596
Godalming 01 483 427204
Kingston 0781 4 91 41 63
Orpington [W]* 07881 660076
Weybridge [W]* 07974 393890

REGION 2

Berks, Hants, Dorset, Wilts,
The Channel Isles, Isle of Wight
Secretary: Vacant
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Tutors
Pamela Townsend
01 932 845502
07720 9051 23
enquiries@the9thhalo.co.uk
Healing Centres:
Binfield 07778 709364
Wokingham 07979 73011 7
Wickham [A]* 02380 26611 5
Fleet 01 252 62871 4

Pamela Townsend

REGION 3

Secretary: Vacant
Healing Centres:
Chesham (A)* (W)*
07976 31 9935
West Herts Healing Centre (A*)
(W*) 01 442 863 933
0791 4 038 876

Devon, Cornwall

Secretary: Jennifer Bell
01 884 85531 3

Tutors
Jennifer Jones
0771 8 0801 77
jenniferjones1 0@me.com
(mac.com also works)
Healing Centres:
Truro [A]*
Tony McLennan 07887 5341 77

01 932 845502
07720 9051 23
enquiries@the9thhalo.co.uk
Healing Centres:
Bath [A]*
Frankie Williams 01 225 635342

REGION 5

Herts, Bucks, Oxon, Northants,
Beds

REGION 6

W. Glamorgan, Mid
Glamorgan, S Glamorgan,
Powys, Gwent, Dyfed,
Monmouthshire

Secretary: Wendy Hale
Support: Wendy Hale
Bath, Bristol, Gloucestershire, Student
07740
774590
Somerset and North Somerset
Secretary: Vacant
Tutors
Student Support: Martin Davis
Wendy Hale
01 225 8321 65
Region 6 Support Group:
first Friday of the month,
Tutors
1 8:30 - 20:30
Dawn Redwood
0774 0774 590
07570 400363
wendy@in-the-pink.me.uk
dawn.redwood04@gmail.com

REGION 4

Healing Centres:
Brynmawr 01 495 311 348

REGION 7

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambs,
Essex

Secretary: Bryan Timms
01 284 702338
Student Support: Sandra Willis
01 473 31 0076
Tutors
Christine Bachmann
07974 645992
cibachmann@gmail.com
Student Development days take
place in Shenfield, Essex, every
other month on Saturdays, from
1 0.30 - 4.00pm

Michelle Bernard

01 223 5741 85
michelle.bernard64@gmail.com

Elisabeth Bond

Tutors
Barbara Toovey
01 785 780111
barbarajoyce28@yahoo.co.uk

Natasha Bell

07803 555773
tass.bell@btinternet.com

Paul Konig

01 981 251 845
07776 1 07434
paul007@btinternet.com
Healing Centres:
Penkridge [W]* 01 785 284 875
Natural Healing Centre
(Aldridge Centre) [A]* [W]*
07938 838047

REGION 9

Leics, Lincs, Notts, S & W
Yorkshire, Derbyshire
Secretary: Lesley Sumner
01 332 840332

Ipswich Healer Support Group:
The third Friday of the month
from 7.30pm to 9.30pm
01 473 437655
lis@elisabethbond.co.uk

Tutors
Julie Tasker
07947 1 02645
julie_tasker@hotmail.com

Healing Centres:
Norwich [A]* 01 603 41 2604
and 07833 1 74399

07943 890826
annieteaguebritt@gmail.com
Healing Centres:
Nottingham [A]* 07941 305587

REGION 8

Annie Britt

Hereford, Worcs, Warwicks,
Staffs, Shropshire, W. Midlands REGION 1 0
Isle of Man, Isle of Anglesey,
Secretary: Gillian Davies
Gwynedd, Conwy,
01 785 21 4805
Student Support: Peter Hockley Denbighshire, Flintshire,
Wrexham, Lancashire,
01 21 7 793220

Mersey, Cheshire & Greater
Manchester
Secretary: Karen Jebbett
077890 71 085
Student Support: Anne Cutler
07904 1 54305

Tutors
John Quigley
01 606 2271 28
john@cosmictraveller.com
Healing Centres:
Blackburn [A]* 01 772 469820
Preston 07904 1 54305

REGION 11

N Yorkshire, E Yorkshire,
Cleveland, Durham, Tyne &
Wear, Cumbria,
Northumberland

Secretary: Linda Hartley
01 759 301 901
Tutors
Valerie Chiltonsmith
07837 846923
innerlightworkshops@gmail.com
Healing Centres:
York [W]* 01 423 359498

REGION 1 2
Scotland

Secretary: Vacant

Tutors
Christina Mark
01 450 378339
07724 771 081
christinamark2@gmail.com
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Healing Centre:
Aberdeen 01 224 591 700
Tuesdays & Thursdays from
1 0.am - 1 4.00pm

Nancy O’Donohue

REGION 1 4

+1 239 530 0838
dkarg@embarqmail.com

Greater London and
Middlesex

+1 269 929 6796
nancy@lakeshorehealing.com

David C. Karg

Secretary: Susie Silvey
07880 7051 57
Student Support:
Christine Bachmann
07974 645992

Australia
Bob & Jan Arnold
+64 7 868 5204
bob.jan@xtra.co.nz

Tutors
Christine Bachmann
Student Development and
Support Group meetings are
held throughout the year.
07974 645992
cibachmann@gmail.com
Healing Centres:
Ashford (Middlesex) [W]*
01 932 784461
Central London 0208 360 4703
Eastcote [W]* 0208 868 7831
Hampstead 0781 8 1 83866 and
07749 11 0422
Highgate [W]* 07879 69741 7
Hammersmith 0208 740 4791
New Barnet 0208 368 71 98
Pinner [A]*[W]* 0208 866 9332
Stanmore [A]*[W]*
0208 866 9332
Wimbledon [W]* 0208 239 601 6

+61 3 9579 5082
sharonheaysman@gmail.com

NON-UK TUTORS
USA
Karen Coratelli-Smith
+1 239 692 91 20
ksmith727@comcast.net
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Sharon Heaysman
Stephanie Beinart

+353 77 951 5 0731
stephbeinart@gmail.com

Ireland
Yvonne Fitzgerald
086 2787 21 3
yvofitzgerald@gmail.com

Clara Martin

+353 1 280 0692
+353 86 307 5637

claranimhairtin2@gmail.com
France
Brenda Henderson
+33 5 53 52 07 95
+33 6 43 40 92 51
brenda.henderson@orange.fr
www.maisoncouleurs.net
Germany
John Olford
+49 823 890 033
info@lotus-spirit.de
New Zealand
Bob & Jan Arnold
+64 7 868 5204
bob.jan@xtra.co.nz

Linda Woodgate

Lyn Furlong

+64 3 528 9891
+64 21 1 88 5778
lindawoodgate@live.com

Bernadette Jewell

Poland
Antoni Przechrzta
+48 600 587 848
biuro@uzdrawianie.com

+353 46 943 1 539
+353 87 699 671 4
lynfurlong@gmail.com
+353 1 464 01 91
bmsjewell@mac.com

Mary Meade

+353 87 41 0 451 9
tullywoodlodge@gmail.com

Marianne Quinn

+353 1 285 2355
faithfulmarianne@yahoo.ie

Portugal
Bettina Myers
+351 91 9 61 2 479
bettinamyers@gmail.com

Ruth Sparks remembered
A strong, stylish lady and a
fantastic, dedicated healer, Ruth
was the longest serving member
of Central London Healing Centre,
in Covent Garden. She could
seem formidable, but once you
got to know her, you realised she
just had strong opinions and little
patience for foolish or negative
behaviour, and was a deeply

spiritual person. Ruth had worked
in the NHS, developed a longstanding interest in homeopathy
and was a skilful cranio-sacral
therapist. A Buddhist, Ruth found
great solace on regular retreats
and loved to take part in sacred
dancing – and the elegance of
the mudra showed through in
her graceful healing act.

In her final years, Ruth showed
great strength in the face of
family loss and terminal illness.
Ruth passed on 22nd August
201 8. Sadly, the world has lost
a strong life force but we
remember her with gratitude
and admiration – and hope her
spirit is dancing!

Coming February 201 9
Spiritus: the Spring issue

Have you got a great healing case study to
share? Perhaps you’ve conducted some
valuable research into healing outcomes?
Maybe you have some beautiful photos of
healers in action? Or perhaps you’ve been
organising some successful healing events?
Whatever it is, we’d like to know about it.
Send us your healing-related items for
publication in the next edition of Spiritus.
We’re accepting features, reviews and news
items now. Please submit your idea via email
to social@thehealingtrust.org.uk

Note: the final copy date for regional and
international reports is: 1 4th January 201 9.
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A blessing for healers

We have penned a blessing for healers, to celebrate all energy work that
is done with love and kindness. Please accept this as a gift for you, and
for healers everywhere.

Today I give thanks for all healers.
May those who wish wellbeing for others
also experience wellbeing for themselves.
May healers of every region of this beautiful planet
receive the love and awareness
that they are truly blessed
every day
in all ways.
As healers may we let go of labels,
divisions and disharmony.
May we let go of the need to be right
and remember the power of forgiveness
knowing that healers go
by many names yet
the same love
flows through all.
May that love be blessed as it blesses.
Thank you for the divine
energy that flows through us
and all around us,
protecting and strengthening us while we help others.
May love and blessings
be with all healers
now and always.
~ with love from The Healing Trust
Spiritus Magazine

